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     Abstract: With the widespread popularity of the Internet of 
Things (IoT), different sectors-based applications are increasingly 
developed. One of the most popular application layer protocols is 
the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), and the necessity of 
ensuring data security in this layer is crucial. Moreover, attackers 
target the vulnerabilities of IoT to gain access to the system, which 
leads to a security threat and violate privacy. Typically, user 
authentication and data encryption are applied for securing data 
communication over a public channel between two or more 
participants. However, most of the existing solutions use 
cryptography for achieving security, with the exception of high 
computation cost. Hence, these solutions fail to satisfy the 
resource-constrained characteristics of IoT devices. Therefore, a 
lightweight security mechanism is required for achieving both 
secure transmission and better performance. This paper proposes 
a Lightweight Authentication with Two-way Encryption for 
Secure Transmission in CoAP Protocol (LATEST) that provides a 
secure transmission between the server and IoT devices. This 
mutual authentication mechanism uses ROT 18 Cipher with XoR 
operation and 128-bit AES based encryption for securing the data 
transmission. The ROT18 Cipher is a monoalphabetic 
substitution cipher, which is a combination of ROT13 and ROT5. 
The proposed scheme employs symmetric encryption in both client 
and server for ensuring secure authentication and mutually 
confirm each other identity. In addition, the proposed LATEST 
scheme ensures confidentiality and integrity by being resistant to 
replay attacks, impersonation attacks, and modification attacks. 
The experimental evaluation demonstrates that the proposed 
LATEST scheme is lightweight and provides better security 
compared to the existing scheme. 
 
    Keywords : IoT, Secure CoAP, Mutual Authentication, AES 
based Encryption, XoR operation, lightweight security. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the Internet of Things (IoT) has seen a ubiquitous 
growth finding its applicability in various real-life domains 
such as healthcare, industrial appliances, automobile, 
entertainment, and so on [1].  
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The IoT specializes in providing smart objects through 
bridging physical objects with the underlying technologies 
such as pervasive computing, embedded devices, 
communication technologies, sensor networks, Internet 
protocols, and applications. As IoT applications deal with 
sensitive information, security is a significant concern, which 
emphasis on safeguarding both hardware and networks in the 
system. The main objectives of IoT security are to ensure the 
security of the users, preserve privacy and confidentiality, 
maintain data and devices of the IoT, and guarantee the 
availability of the services in the IoT  
environment [2]. The lightweight design of CoAP presents a 
proper alternative to overcome the resource constraints in 
traditional protocols such as HyperText Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP). The CoAP is a standardized application layer 
protocol that runs over the UDP to perform web-based data 
transfer [3]. It is particularly beneficial in satisfying 
requirements such as simplicity, low overhead, and multicast 
option and supports the transmission of messages between 
resource-starving physical objects over resource-limited 
communication networks. In the CoAP protocol, Datagram 
Transport Layer Security (DTLS) is a secure protocol for 
protecting the transmission of sensitive information 
supporting authentication and end-to-end security [4]. The 
DTLS provides a simple handshake protocol with numerous 
message exchanges in an asynchronous fashion. Although 
DTLS originally designed for securely transmitting data, its 
complex functionality refers to be suitable for networks 
having abundant resources.  

All the protocol stacks in IoT are vulnerable to security 
attacks; However, application layer protocol being the top 
layer of the stack is open to prominent security attacks [5]. 
Due to the application dependent high-level functions in the 
application layer, a higher level of security is required apart 
from DTLS [6]. In the application layer, insecure web and 
cloud interfaces are vulnerabilities that may be an attack 
vector in an IoT system. For solving these issues, the adoption 
of authentication is necessary, which is the process of 
identifying users and devices in a network. Authentication 
grants access to authorized persons and non-manipulated 
devices, thereby mitigating attacks such as the reply attack, 
the Man-in-the-Middle attack, the impersonation attack, and 
the Sybil attack. Applying biometrics and multi-level 
authentication for access control provides better security at 
the application layer [7]. Even though applying high-level 
security is necessary,  
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it is more challenging than with a traditional network, due 
to the heterogeneity of the devices and protocols as well as the 
scale or the number of nodes in the system [8, 9]. Thus, the 
design of security features in the CoAP protocol has to 
consider heterogeneity, resource constraints, privacy, 
scalability, trust management, and unpreparedness in the IoT 
system [10]. Therefore, the current research focuses on 
designing a lightweight authentication mechanism in CoAP 
based IoT environment. The proposed methodology applies 
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) based encryption and 
ROT18 with XoR operation for achieving a lightweight 
design with end to end security and reliability.  

A. Contributions of the Work 

The proposed work has the following contributions:  
 The proposed scheme aims to provide a lightweight 

security implementation in CoAP protocol using based AES 
encryption and mutual authentication mechanism 
 The proposed work designs a mutual authentication 

mechanism for validating the user’s identity in an IoT 

environment with lightweight processing capabilities. 
 The proposed scheme adopts a ROT18 cipher with XoR 

operation and AES encryption algorithm to secure the 
authentication between the server and IoT devices.  
 The proposed methodology adopts a lightweight 

encryption algorithm to achieve secure and robust 
authentication with better performance results.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

In the CoAP protocol, the traditional DTLS security provides 
secure data transmission with the exceptions of numerous 
message exchanges to establish a session. Therefore, it leads 
to an increase in communication overhead, energy 
consumption, and communication cost in the network. For 
tackling this issue, a different enhancement in the DTLS 
security has been implemented, such as packet compression 
schemes, TTP enclosures, and ECC optimization. For 
instance, A novel DTLS based authentication scheme [11] 
that uses header compression for reducing energy 
consumption in the network. This method handles origin 
authenticity, message integrity and lacks in the handling of 
key exchange. The two-way authentication mechanism [12] is 
based on a fully authenticated Datagram Transport Layer 
Security (DTLS) handshake. The scheme supports X.509 
certificates containing Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman (RSA) 
keys. Even though the scheme reduces end-to-end latency and 
memory overhead, the use of the RSA algorithm significantly 
leads to heavy computation in the system. 
The proposed scheme focuses on lightweight security 

solutions replacing DTLS security. With extensive research, 
it is possible to obtain a better understanding of the challenges 
faced in the existing schemes and thereby providing a better 
solution. The Short Message Authentication based on 
Message Authentication Codes (SMACK) [13] aims to 
protect the resource-constrained IoT devices from denial of 
sleep attack. The scheme efficiently detects invalid messages. 
At the same time, SMACK lacks in providing a reactive 
solution in case of DoS attack occurrence. The lightweight 
security mechanism proposed in [14] is based on hash and 

XoR operation in the industrial IoT environment. This 
lightweight scheme uses pre-shared keys between sensors and 
routers with the employment of TPM for storing secret keys. 
This work ensures low computational cost, communication, 
and memory overhead with support to trusted entities only.  
Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) based authentication 

protocol [15] employs Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for 
reducing storage and heavy computation in the 
resource-constrained devices. The system uses the ECC 
variant of the ElGamal cryptosystem for encryption. Even 
though the scheme provides an experimental demonstration of 
the system performance, it requires a hardware change for its 
applicability. The authors presented the lightweight mutual 
authentication protocol [16] based on a public-key encryption 
system. Despite assuring tradeoff between efficiency and 
communication cost, the scheme fails to offer optimization of 
the protocol. The CoAP dependant authentication protocol 
[17] provides user authentication by allowing access to 
read/write commands to authenticated users. This method 
combines both Kerberos and RADIUS protocol to get a 
reliable authentication and access control mechanism. 
However, the scheme suffers from heavy computation. 
  A lightweight authentication and key exchange protocol 

presented in [18] is based on symmetric-key cryptography 
and the Hashed Message Authentication Code 
(HMAC)-based key derivation function (HKDF). The scheme 
supports two unique keys such as master key and session key, 
which are provided at the time of configuration. This scheme 
efficiently provides authentication, key exchange, 
confidentiality, and message integrity. As the scheme works 
without using a trusted third party (TTP), the Key exchange 
and authentication between two nodes require a prior 
establishment for sharing a secret between two nodes. A 
lightweight mutual authentication scheme [19] aims to verify 
the identities of the client in a CoAP based IoT environment. 
The scheme prefers a 128-bit AES algorithm for encryption to 
support the resource-constrained IoT nodes. Although the 
scheme effectively protects against eavesdropping, key 
fabrication, resource exhaustion, and denial of service 
attacks, it is vulnerable to Sybil attacks.  
The mutual authentication scheme presented in [20] aims to 

overcome the problems of DTLS protocol using symmetric 
encryption function and the session key. This authentication 
scheme reduces the number of messages transmitted by 
adopting a simple handshake mechanism. However, due to the 
use of a pre-shared symmetric key, capturing of node leads to 
leakage of keys. A lightweight authentication and key 
agreement scheme [21] is based on the Signcryption 
algorithm designed between the public key cryptography and 
certificateless cryptography environment. This lightweight 
authentication achieves user anonymity, non-repudiation, key 
agreement fairness, and lightweight with secure 
communication only between legalized users. The user 
authentication and anonymity scheme [22] is developed for 
IoT based medical care system. For protecting the data, the 
authentication mechanism adopts an ECC based encryption 
scheme providing user anonymity using a dynamic identity 
mechanism in the 
authentication process.  
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This technique provides enhanced computational cost, 
achieves mutual authentication and session key security. The 
multi-factor authentication protocol [23] provides user 
authentication between a medical professional and a cloud 
server. The scheme uses ECC based secure authentication 
using multi factors such as password, smart card, and 
biometrics. This scheme achieves mutual authentication and 
forward secrecy. The authors in [24] presented a user 
authentication scheme based on the improved 
challenge-response mechanism to protect from a replay 
attack.  This scheme provides an efficient mutual 
authentication mechanism and secure session key agreement. 
However, the scheme is observed to be vulnerable to attacks 
such as plaintext attacks, DoS attacks, and impersonation 
attacks. The two-level session key-based authentication 
mechanism [25] developed provides secure end-to-end users’ 

communications from DDoS attacks in IoT in an IoT based 
predicted scenario. This lightweight scheme resists against 
reply, channel, forward and key regeneration attacks. The 
scheme lacks in focusing the key freshness and inter-cluster 
key sharing scenarios. 
Notably, owing to the resource constraints of IoT devices, 

the CoAP protocol faces significant challenges for providing 
efficient and secure communication between the server and 
end devices with lightweight computation capabilities. Even 
though DTLS-based schemes support a wide range of cipher 
suites for security provisioning, it is suitable for networks 
having an abundance of resources. The resource-consuming, 
complex cipher suites of DTLS do not consider the physical 
characteristics of IoT devices. The major problem faced 
during the usage of symmetric encryption is that as the same 
key is employed for encryption and decryption, insecure 
authentication leads to leakage of the key that compromises 
the security of both server and client. Similarly, the use of 
public-key cryptography such as ECC is utilized in the 
traditional computation for protecting and securing the data 
transmission. Even though this encryption algorithm provides 
high memory efficiency than random schemes, the 
pre-distributed key schemes require a large number of keys to 
be loaded onto the nodes before deployment, and the 
capturing of nodes leads to leakage of the keys. Thus, there is 
a necessity of providing a secure authentication mechanism 
with lightweight computation.    

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

Consider a set of IoT devices N = {N1, N2, · · ·, Nn} 
communicate with the server S. The client-server structure is 
adopted to represent the devices as nodes and their 
connections as links. Initially, before the actual authentication 
process, the available crypto suites and implicit certificates 
are shared between the server and end IoT devices. In the 
proposed methodology, the ROT18 cipher and AES 
encryption algorithm are applied as crypto suites for 
protecting messages during data transmission. ROT18 is a 
combination of ROT13 and ROT5. ROT13 is similar to 
Caesar cipher, which involves simple letter substitution 
replacing a letter with the 13th letter after it, in the alphabet. 
Similar to ROT13, the ROT5 scrambling method applies to 
numeric digits (0 to 9). In cryptography, the simple XOR 

cipher is a type of additive cipher, that quickly encrypts and 
decrypts the strings. The other crypto suite in the proposed 
methodology is AES based encryption. Originally, AES is a 
variant of Rijndael, which supports a 128 bits fixed block size 
and various key sizes such as 128, 192, or 256 bits. In the 
proposed scheme, AES encryption, which is a symmetric 
block cipher has a key size of 128 bits. It works in Cipher 
Block Chaining (CBC) mode, which is used for the payload 
encryption. The key size of 128-bit is sufficient for most of 
the objects in the IoT paradigm mainly due to the limited 
resources. Both the server and the end-user (IoT devices) 
acquire the security credentials before the process starts, 
along with an assumption that a highly resource-rich server 
and nodes are known during the registration phase. During the 
authentication phase, the proposed scheme enables the server 
and end devices to communicate through a secure network 
and mutually authenticate each other. At the end of the 
authentication process, the result of the authentication is 
output 1 (Accept) or 0 (Reject) respectively. The 
communication sequence between the two parties (the server 
and the IoT device) is a unique session and a session identifier 
Sid is used for distinguishing each session.  

 

Fig. 1: Architechure Diagram Of Proposed Methodology 

CoAP Security Stack: CoAP is a web transfer protocol that 
relies on a structure consisting of two logically divided layers. 
The first layer is called the request/response layer, which 
implements the RESTful paradigm. It allows message 
interchanges asynchronously among CoAP clients and servers 
supporting unicast and multicast interactions. The second 
layer called the message layer is designed for retransmitting 
lost packets, and CoAP relies on the message layer for 
reliability. This layer works with four types of messages: 
CON (Confirmable), NON (non-confirmable), ACK 
(Acknowledgement), and RST (reset). The CON messages 
are utilized for ensuring reliable communication, with an 
acknowledgment from the receiver side which is either a 
positive or negative response. Whereas, non-confirmable 
(NON) messages are applicable for unreliable communication 
where the sender does not expect an ACK as confirmation.  
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Reset (RST) represents the negative acknowledgment 
messages sent when the server wakes up from sleep mode and 
lose the context of the previous state. In CoAP, the messages 
are encoded in a simple binary format with a short 
fixed-length binary header and components. The RESTful 
structure in CoAP depends on GET, POST, PUT, and 
DELETE methods. Traditionally, DTLS is primarily 
            

                
                       Fig. 2: COAP Security Stack 

designed as a security protocol with CoAP for specified 
facilities such as automatic key management, data encryption, 
and authentication. However, to replace heavy DTLS, the 
security implementations are done on a request/response layer 
and the message layer with a necessity of lightweight 
computation. 

A Security Requirements 

The primary security requirements in the IoT environment 
are confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, 
privacy, resource limitations, and lightweight solution.  
Confidentiality: Confidentiality refers to the secure transfer 

of data between the IoT devices and server without any 
disclosure of any sensitive information to any external third 
parties other than the communicating end systems. 
Integrity: Integrity refers to the non-modification of the data 

along its traversal path in the network. Attackers can either 
alter the data when it is stored in the node or during data 
transmissions. Read and write protections and authentication 
methods provide solutions to these issues. 
Availability: Availability of software refers to the ability of 

the IoT applications to provide services for everyone at 
different places simultaneously. IoT systems need to display 
sufficient resiliency to sustain availability under desired 
levels as well as they need to guarantee a certain level of 
performance requested by their applications. 
Privacy: Privacy mainly advocates the users to have the 

tools to control dynamically the data collected, stored, and 

shared. The user’s request has to correlate and satisfy existing 

policies for making decisions such as granting data access or 
not.  
Authentication: Authentication is the way to confirm the 

identify the information of IoT entities such as devices and 
users and to prevent malicious attackers from gaining 
unauthorized access. 

Resource limitations: Most of the embedded sensors have 
limited resource capabilities in terms of computation, 
memory, and battery. Since there is a necessity of reliable 
cryptographic solutions in IoT, computationally expensive 
solutions need to be avoided. Apart from this, ensuring a high 
level of security with minimal energy consumption is a hard 
challenge. 

Lightweight Solutions: Lightweight solutions are a 
unique and significant security feature in consideration with 
the computing and energy capabilities of the devices involved 
in the IoT.  

IV. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In IoT, device-server authentication is fundamental; 
however, most IoT devices are resource-constrained devices, 
and they also need to transmit sensed data periodically. 
Therefore, there is a necessity of providing an authentication 
mechanism with lightweight processing capabilities. The 
proposed methodology enables a lightweight mutual 
authentication mechanism to check the validity of 
server-client identity during data transmission. During the 
initial session setup, the clients share a 128-bit AES 
pre-shared secret, PK, and another key (PX) with the server. 
Each IoT device has a unique identifier (ID) associated with 
it, which enables the server to perform a table lookup for 
identity verification. The pre-shared secret is known only to 
the server and the clients to whom it belongs. The security of 
the authentication is ensured using the symmetric encryption 
algorithm. Due to the use of symmetric encryption, a single 
key is shared for both encryption and decryption processes. 

 In the proposed work, there are three steps in the 
authentication process. In the first step, the clients initiate the 
process by registering themselves to the server. During this 
phase, both server and each client share knowledge of the 
pre-shared keys, which later is applied for encrypting the 
request and response messages, respectively. The client sends 
a request packet consisting of a randomly generated number 
(Ri)  

or nonce and User Identity (ID), which are ciphered using 
the ROT18 algorithm and then encrypted using an XOR 
operation. This encrypted packet is sent to the server. In the 
second step, the server decrypts the request packet using the 
preshared key and performs an inverse ROT18 operation to 
retrieve the original packet. The initial authentication of the 
client is performed in this step. Then, the server performs 
addition operation on randomly generated numbers (Rj) and 
Ri. Then the server sends the added nonce (R) with encrypted 
Rj to the client. Both server and client generate the random 
numbers Rj and Ri, respectively, using a pseudo-random 
generator assigned for each session.  
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The server encrypts the entire response packet using the 
128 bit AES symmetric key, which is shared by both server 
and client. Finally, the client on receiving the response 
decrypts the data using the symmetric key and performs 
subtraction to get the random number sent by the server. Then 
the client compares the obtained value with the decrypted 
random value to authenticate the device. 

V. LATEST MECHANISM 

Unlike DTLS based encryption techniques, the proposed 
lightweight authentication with two-way encryption for 
Secure Transmission in CoAP Protocol (LATEST) aims to 
achieve reliable communication between server and IoT 
devices. In the view of efficiency computation, the proposed 
scheme uses lightweight encryption algorithms for providing 
secure authentication. Besides, the LATEST scheme uses a 
nonce-based authentication to avoid the time-synchronization 
problem. Considering the communication between two 
participants, such as server and IoT devices, the scheme 
involves three phases such as provisioning phase, session 
initialization phase, and mutual authentication phase. The 
notations utilized in the proposed scheme are shown in table 
1. 

Table I: Definitions of Notation in Proposed 
Methodology 

A. Secure Authentication Procedure 
Fig. 3 represents the request-response model of the 

proposed scheme. The step by step procedure of the proposed 
mechanism is listed below. 

Step1: Initialization and provisioning  

Initially, the proposed scheme starts with the provisioning 
phase. The provisioning phase is a prerequisite offline phase, 
where the clients share a 128-bit AES pre-shared secret, PK, 
and 128-bit symmetric key (PX) for performing XoR 
operation with the server. Each client (IoT device) is assigned 
with a unique object ID (Oid) and preshared keys (PK, PX). The 
server is provided with all the objects IDs and preshared keys, 
which are maintained by both server and client.  
Step 1.1: Each client generates a random number (Ri) using 

a pseudo-random generator, and each device owns a unique 
object ID (Oid).  

Step 2: Session Initiation  

After the provisioning phase, the server and client, initiate 
the session in the session initiation phase. During this phase, 
the client sends the session initiation request attached to the 
ID and random number I created using a pseudo-random 
generator. Before sending this conformable request, the 
ROT18 cipher is applied to the request packet. Then, the XoR 
operation is performed before sending it to the server. The 
encrypted request packet from the client is represented as 

                           (1)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Step 2.1: The client attaches its random number(Ri) and 
object ID(Oid) in the request packet and uses ROT 18 on the 
request packet to convert into an unrecognizable format.  
Step 2.2: Then, the ciphered request packet is encrypted by 

performing XoR operation with a pre-shared symmetric key 
(PX) and sends the encrypted request packet to the server. 

Step 3: Initial Authentication: On receiving the request 
packet, the server decrypts the packet using the symmetric key 
and performs a ROT18 cipher operation again on the packet 
to retrieve the original request packet. In this phase, the initial 
authentication of the client is performed using the retrieved 
object ID. On authorization, if the object IDs do not match, 
the server sends an unauthorized response code and restricts 
the client in initiating the session. 

Step 3.1: The server retrieves the object ID(Oid) and a 
random number (Ri) from the packet by decrypting using PX 

symmetric key and ROT18 shift operation. 
Step 3.2: On successful deciphering, the server confirms 

the identity of the client by comparing the received Oid with 
the IDs in the lookup table maintained. 

Step 3.3: The server generates a random number (Rj) for 
the mutual authentication phase.   

Step 4: Server response and Challenge 

The server sends the authentication response consisting of 
the summed random values (Ri, Rj) and encrypted random 
number Rj to the client for performing mutual authentication.  

This response packet is then encrypted using a 128 bit AES 
encryption algorithm. The encrypted response packet is sent 
to the client for authentication. The encrypted payload of the 
server is represented as                                                                                   

                             (2) 

Where 

     

Step 4.1: The server performs addition operation on the Rj 
and Ri, presented as R. 

Step 4.2: The server combines both R and Rj using 
concatenation operation (||) where Rj is encrypted using XoR 
operation (⊕).   

Step 4.3: The server encrypts the entire response packet 
using the preshared key (PK) and sends it to the client.                                                  

Step 5: Mutual authentication 

 On receiving the encrypted response packet, the legitimate 
client uses the symmetric key shared with the server to 
decipher the packet.  

 
 

Notations Definitions 

γclient Client(IoT device) request packet 

γserver CoAP Server Response packet 

⊕ Exclusive-OR operation 

|| Concatenation operator 

Oid Object ID 

PK 128-bit AES symmetric Key  

PX 128 bit Key 

Ri Random number generated by the client 

Rj Random number generated by the server 
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Then, it obtains the random number of the server (Rj) by 
subtracting its random number from R. Then compares the 
obtained random number with the decrypted random number 
attached in the response packet. If both the nonce matches, 
then the authentication is successful, and it leads to the 
confirmation of the identity of legitimate devices in both ends. 

Step 5.1: The client decrypts the response packet using the 
preshared key (PK) and authenticates itself.  

Step 5.2: The client retrieves Rj from R and decrypts the 
attached Rj using XoR operation. 

Step 5.3: The client compares the obtained values and 
authenticates the server. 

 

Fig. 3: Proposed Authentication Mechanism Between 
Server-Client Communication 

B. Security Analysis 

The security analysis of the proposed authentication 
mechanism is based on the ability of the system to handle 
different attacker models and attain a secure mutual 
authentication between server and IoT devices. The proposed 
LATEST mechanism can protect the data from different 
attackers as discussed below.   
Resistance to Message replay attack and Impersonation 

attack: In the replay attack, the adversary re-sends a valid 
message sent already in order to disturb the traffic flow. 
Impersonation attackers steal the identity of IoT devices in 
order to impersonate as valid IoT devices. A random number 
is attached by both client and server while transferring the 
request and response message to protect the proposed scheme 
from replay attacks. Even if an adversary intercepted the 
message and tried to impersonate a valid IoT device by 
replaying the message immediately, the server can reject the 
request because the nonce (Ri) in the replayed messages 
would be invalid. Similarly, the IoT device also checks and 
confirms the random number(Rj) sent by the server to prevent 
replay attacks. 
Resistance to Modification attack: The modification 

attacker changes the packets for affecting the integrity of the 
information. In the IoT environment, an adversary attempts to 
modify the authentication and reply messages. However, due 
to the use of both AES encryption and ROT18 cipher with 

XoR operation, the scheme can ensure that information 
cannot be modified. Therefore, this attack is detected because 
an attacker has no way to obtain the value of the random 
number to generate a legitimate message as a strong crypto 
suite encrypts it. If an attacker tries to transmit a modified 
packet to either server or client, the packet can be easily 
identified as mutual authentication is performed. Thus, our 
scheme ensures message integrity. 
Perfect forward secrecy: The proposed LATEST 

mechanism achieves better forward secrecy as even if the 
preshared key is compromised, the random number 
established by trustful entities is not affected, since, for each 
session, the unique random number (RI and Rj) are generated 
for the client (IoT devices) and server respectively.  
Mutual authentication: A mutual authentication is 

achieved in the proposed mechanism. Both client and server 
verify their identity through request and response message. In 
the general authentication procedure, the server authenticates 
the IoT device through the request message while through 
response message, the client and server authenticate each 
other. Even if the attacker intercepts the messages and wants 
to forge a valid server or IoT device, it has to generate a valid 
request /response message to either server or client, 
respectively. However, it is not feasible for the attacker to 
compute the valid message because he does not know the 
secure key (PK, PX ) and the random numbers (Ri, Rj ).  

C. Storage Cost and Computation Cost 

 The efficiency of the proposed LATEST mechanism is 
evaluated in terms of storage cost and computational cost. 
The computational cost is calculated by the number of 
symmetric key encryption/decryption operations, the number 
of signature/verification operations, and the number of 
random number generation.  

Storage Cost: In the proposed LATEST mechanism, as the 
client is the resource-constrained IoT device, there is a 
requirement of reducing storage cost. Therefore, the proposed 
scheme focuses on reducing the computational cost and 
storage cost in the client-side compared to the server.  

 
Table 2 represents the storage cost of the proposed 

LATEST scheme, and notations are referred to as given in 
Table 1. Table 2 shows that the storage cost of the client-side 
is 768 bits, while the storage cost of the server is 896 bits. 
Similarly, in comparison to the proposed scheme, the existing 
scheme has considerable storage costs in terms of 1024 bits 
on the client-side. The notations considered in evaluating the 
storage cost of the existing scheme are 

Oid  -  node Id of IoT devices 
Rd   - Random number of client 
Rs  - Random number of Server 
SK  - Session key shared between clients and server 
Kd  - Preshared Key shared between clients and server 
[M1]- Rd||Oid 
[M2]- kd[Rs||Rd||SK] 
[M3]- Sk[Rs] 
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Table II: Storage cost of the Proposed LATEST scheme 
and Existing Mutual Authentication Scheme 

Proposed LATEST Scheme Existing Mutual Authentication 
scheme 

             
Server 

      

Parameters Client Parameters Client  Server 

γclient ✔ - Oid ✔ ✔ 

Oid ✔ ✔ Rd ✔ ✔ 

Ri ✔ ✔ Rs ✔ ✔ 

Rj - ✔ SK ✔ ✔ 

γServer - ✔ Kd ✔ ✔ 

R ✔ ✔ [M1] ✔ - 

PK ✔ ✔ [M2] - ✔ 

PX ✔ ✔ [M3] ✔ - 

Total 
Storage 

Cost(bits) 

768 896 Total storage 
cost (bits) 

1024 768 

Computation Cost: The operation performed, and key sizes 
to evaluate the computation cost of the proposed scheme. The 
computation cost of the proposed scheme on the client-side is 
represented as 2*CXoR+CROT+CAES+CRi, and the computation 
cost of the server is presented as 2*CXoR+CROT+CAES+CRj. In 
the existing scheme, the computation cost of the client-side is 
CRi+CAES+CS, and the computation cost of the server-side is 
2* CS+CRj+CAes. 
Where, 
CRoT- Cost of RoT18 Cipher operation 
CAES- Cost of AES based encryption/decryption 
CRi- Cost of a random number of the client 
CRj-Cost of a random number of the server 
CS-Cost of Session Key Encryption/Decryption 
CXoR-Cost of XoR Operation 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The proposed work uses the Cooja simulator of the Contiki 
operating system to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
LATEST mechanism. The performance comparison is 
performed between the proposed LATEST mechanism and 
the existing mutual authentication scheme [20]. In Cooja, the 
server and clients use wismote mode while the border router 
uses Z1-Mote, as border router is used only for routing and 
does not require large storage space compared to server and 
clients. This work simulates the proposed LATEST in a 100 X 
100 m2 area, where 28 client nodes, one server, and one 
border router are deployed. The communication range of each 
node is set to 50m. The message is sent with a data interval of 
10 Sec with a size of 127 bytes, and UDP configures the 
transport layer. The propagation model is the UDGM model. 
The performance analysis between the proposed LATEST 
and existing mutual authentication is evaluated in terms of 
performance metrics such as energy consumption, overhead, 
and delay. The performance metrics used in the proposed 
scheme are 
Delay: The delay is defined as the time required for a node to 
process a confirmable message and issue an acknowledgment.  

Message Size Overhead: The message size overhead is 
defined as the total length of the header in the packets 
transmitted, and it is denoted in terms of bytes.  
Energy Consumption: It is the amount of joules consumed 
to deliver the data from source to destination. 

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The simulation results are obtained for the proposed LATEST 
scheme and mutual authentication scheme by comparing the 
performance in terms of delay, overhead, and energy 
consumption. fig. 4 shows the performance analysis between 
the LATEST scheme and the existing mutual authentication 
scheme. As shown in fig. 4(a), the delay of the proposed 
scheme is 1.637 seconds, while the delay of the existing 
mutual authentication is 2.283 seconds. In the existing 
scheme, the session key is used for encrypting the data 
transmitted through the encrypted communication channel. 
This session key and nonce created by the server are sent to 
the server for encrypting the authentication step. However, 
since the server generates the session key generation and 
distribution function, a delay occurs as the client has to fetch 
the encrypted random number and symmetric key, decrypt the 
encrypted packet, and use the symmetric key to encrypt its 
request packet attaching the received random number of the 
server whereas the proposed scheme uses nonce based 
authentication and AES based encryption for achieving both 
mutual authentication and secured transmission of data. In fig. 
4 (b), the message size overhead of the proposed scheme is 
13.77 bytes as the scheme reduces the number of handshake 
messages by simplifying the handshaking process compared 
to the existing mutual authentication scheme. In the proposed 
scheme, there is no separate key distribution for encrypting 
authentication, while for mutual authentication and session 
key distribution are done as separate processes. In fig.4(c), the 
amount of energy spent in the entire authentication process is 
1.410 joules for the proposed scheme, and the existing 
scheme the energy 

 

                                                       (a) 
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                                                (c) 

Fig. 4: Simulation Results 

consumption is 1.453 joules. The energy consumption is more 
in the existing scheme due to increased handshake messages 
for authentication compared to the proposed scheme.  

VIII. CONCLUSION  

The proposed LATEST mechanism presented a lightweight 
and secure data transmission in the application layer using a 
random number based authentication and lightweight 
encryption method for CoAP protocol. The proposed work 
adapted a combination of the ROT18 cipher method and XoR 
operation for encrypting the request packet, while AES based 
encryption is considered for encrypting the response packet. 
The scheme ensures system security and a secure 
authentication process with minimal keyspace. The 
performance of the proposed scheme illustrates that it delivers 
robust performance in terms of message size overhead, energy 
consumption, and delay. 
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